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What is the AXENT.ONEC+ ?
The AXENT.ONEC+ intelligent toilet redefines intuitive design and adaptable technology. This
award-winning intelligent toilet is equipped with the latest smart home technologies including
hands-free seat lid opening/closing, customizable bidet functionality, seat warming, a warm air
dryer, a deodorizer, an intuitive night light and automated flushing.

What Are Intelligent / Smart Toilets?
Intelligent toilets (aka: smart toilets) are toilets with integrated bidet systems and programmable
comfort features including automated seat warming, water warming, cleaning and hands-free
open, closing, cleansing and sanitizing features. AXENT’s intelligent toilets are customizable
and adaptable to each user’s preference to ensure a luxurious and comfortable bathroom
experience.

Benefits of the AXENT.ONEC+ Intelligent Toilet
•

What health benefits does the AXENT.ONEC+ /do smart/intelligent bidet-integrated
toilets offer?
o Sanitary, hands-free flushing
§ With the wave of your hand or the touch of a button on a remote or mobile
app, you can activate flushing without touching the toilet.
§ Having a sensor instead of a handle is that germs won't get transferred
from hands to the toilet and then to the next person who flushes.

•

What functional benefits does the AXENT.ONEC+ /do smart/intelligent bidetintegrated toilets offer?
o Hands-Free Automated Flushing is an exceptional solution for individuals with
physical limitations. The AXENT.ONEC+ offers a comfortable and easy to use
sanitary bathroom solution.
o Integrated Tankless Design offers a minimalistic and low-profile solution for a
bathroom necessity. Preventing design obstacles and unnecessary clutter, the
AXENT.ONEC+’s modern construction is packed full of technological features
without wasted space or ceramic.
o All of AXENT’s are designed, engineered and manufactured by AXENT meaning
there’s no middle man. Engineering knowledge and excellence (from being the
manufacturer of the AXENT.ONEC+), and cost-savings are passed along to all of
AXENT’s customers.

•

What environmental benefits does the AXENT.ONEC+ intelligent toilet offer?
o Water Conservation: Smart toilets sense how much water is needed and flush
using just the right amount. The AXENT.ONEC+ is a certified high-efficient toilet
with a capacity of 1.28 gallons per flush (GPF).
o Less Paper Waste: Integrated bidet and intelligent toilets reduce the need for
excessive amounts of toilet paper and thus reduce each user’s toilet paper
consumption.

•

Is the AXENT.ONEC+ part of a design suite or ensemble?
o Yes, an ensemble. Check out the AXENT.ONEC series and additional
complimentary bathroom pieces at www.axentbath.com

•

What materials is the AXENT.ONEC+ made of?
o Vitreous China bowl, poly-propylene seat and cover lid, and an ultra-durable
stainless steel bidet wand.

Functions & Features
•

How effective is the AXENT.ONEC+’s flushing technology?
o AXENT’s proprietary Vacuum V Flush two-fold hydrodynamic siphon flushing
system offers one of the industry’s most effectively powerful flushes with a
Maximun Performance (MaP) rating of 800g (Highly Recommended).

•

Is the remote connected to the toilet?
o No. The AXENT.ONEC+ can be managed through a completely wireless remote,
a mobile app OR the attached ONE.DIAL. All of these management options are
wireless and easy to use.

•

What type of battery is in the remote?
o AAA batteries

•

ls the remote be color matched to the toilet?
o Yes

•

Is there a heater in the toilet for the bidet or do you need a hot water supply?
o The AXENT.ONEC+ is the only intelligent toilet in the world equipped with a
premium instant water heating technology designed to fit into the toilet’s compact
electronic casing. This removes the need for an additional hot water supply tank
to offer users immediate water warming and a continuous flow.

•

How much time should it take to ‘dry’ using the bidet dryer?
o Just a few short minutes.

•

How is the bidet wand cleaned by the toilet?
o The bidet wand is rinsed with water before and after every use.

•

Why does the AXENT.ONEC+ incorporate a stainless steel bidet wand vs. a plastic
one?
o Unlike plastic which can easily break, stainless steel is ultra-durable and rust
resistant which makes it the ideal material for the bidet wand.

•

If there is a power outage is there a manual way to flush the toilet?
o Yes, there is a manual flush button just behind the ONE.DIAL on the left side of
each AXENT.ONEC+ toilet.

•

Is there a water pressure regulator in the toilet?
o 40 psi to 80 psi (static) is optimal
o Ex from Kohler: There is a flow regulator in the system to control the water usage
of the toilet. Numi is designed to operate at inlet pressures between 30-80 psi
(static).

Installation and Customer Service
•

Can an individual install an AXENT.ONEC+ into their home without a plumber?
o While installing the AXENT.ONEC+ is pretty simple and intuitive for a plumbing
professional, we don’t recommend customer installation. Due to the
AXENT.ONEC+’s unique design and compact features, in-wall plubmbing
adjustments and electrical outlet installations may be required.

•

Who can customers call for more information about purchasing or servicing an
AXENT.ONEC+?
o Customers may contact AXENT’s North American sales and service department
at 1-800-769-4857 or support@axentproducts.com.

•

Where can people experience the AXENT.ONEC+ products first-hand?

o

To experience the AXENT.ONEC+ first-hand, visit any of our North American
showroom partners found here: http://axentbath.us/services/showrooms/

•

What components come with the AXENT.ONEC+ toilet?
o The AXENT.ONEC+ intelligent toilet comes fully assembled. Below is a list of the
components that are included. Please refer to the installation instructions for
additional information.
§ Remote control accessories: AXENT.ONEC+ remote, docking station,
and wall-mounting anchors/screws for docking station
§ Product Literature: User Manual and Installation Guide
§ Water Supply Components: Inlet water hose and filter adapter
§ Installation Kit: Rough-in flange and decorative cap

•

Do customers need to buy additional materials to install their AXENT.ONEC+
toilets?
o Wax ring with flange bolts and washers, ½” NPT supply valve and caulking

Who is AXENT Switzerland
AXENT Switzerland is the leading manufacturer of sanitary technology as a global supplier of
intelligent toilet products and parts for brands around the world. AXENT’s leading-edge
intelligent toilets, high-quality sanitary ware, bathroom furniture and luxurious technologyequipped bathtubs are key innovations ushering in a new era of bathroom design and
technology. AXENT’s key to success is a combination of industry knowledge, unrivalled
expertise and continuous research into emerging technologies. With 300+ dedicated research
and development engineers and over 1,600 employees around the world, AXENT Switzerland is
the world’s most experienced sanitary technology developer and supplier. For more information
about AXENT’s products and services, visit www.axentbath.com.

